SUN-STAR & CROSS OF PERU
HER CONCENTRIC CIRCLES & COLORS
Section IV, Part 7, (C)
The Wonderful Numbers of Sacred Canon
By Doug Krieger

The circles of the Sun-Star and adjacent Cross found in the Palpa Mountains of
Peru are far more than a drab and arid affair – for when you realize what the
architects had in mind, the color spectrum to match that of the rainbow and the
Solar System, ah, then you discover a marvelous geometric design of stunning
beauty. Light refracted – the Sun – illuminates the color spectrum with hues of
optical beauty enhancing Earth’s astonishing variety, bringing pleasure and
creativity to the human eye. Never has there ever been such a kaleidoscope

discovered in antiquity made with awesome coloration in the mind of the designers
– for when the Sun bursts upon the scene a plethora of brilliance bedazzling the
human imagination is painted upon Earth’s surface as never before imagined. My
poor, puny effort to portray the most sacred of art is tragically inadequate – would
to God that someone(s) would step forward – especially among the peoples of
South America – and do artistic justice to this divine expression of cosmic
elegance and perfection of beauty! Imagine that the Almighty would concentrate
such a heavenly object to be wrought upon the Earth, giving credence to the
Creator’s inspiration within the heart of man to express the very Purpose of the
Almighty with all the colorful distinctions known to humankind coalescing in one
celestial object chiseled upon Earth’s surface for all to see and admire!
DIAMETERS/CIRCUMFERENCES OF THE SUN-STAR’S CIRCLES
(Emphasis upon the Six Major Circles)

THE INNERMOST TO THE OUTERMOST
All Sorts of Spheres
(1) Esoteric Central Circumference #1 = 2 square (diameter)
This Circle is wholly within the 4-square “Throne Room” of the Octagon
(2) Esoteric Central Circumference = 4 squares (diameter)
(Note: This Circle would surround a square rumbas)
(3) Visible “Central Circle” Circumference = 6 squares (diameter)
(Cf. Ezekiel’s “Wheel within the Wheel”)
(Note: This Circle is wholly inside a square)
(4) Visible “Secondary Circle” Circumference = 8 squares (diameter)
(Note: This Circle is wholly inside the Square)
(5) Esoteric Perimeter-Type Circle Circumference = 10 squares (diameter)
(6) Esoteric Exterior Circle Circumference = 12 squares (diameter)
Total Diameter Squares = 42 each 26.4’
(Note: 2 + 4 + 6 + 8 + 10 + 12 = 42)
42 * 26.4’ (Per Diameter Square) = 1,108.8’ = 18 = New Jerusalem Std.
NOTE: Seen as Two Sets of “18” (1,108.8’) as in 1…18…8 …or as
“9” (1…8) enclosing “9” (108) = the Sun of Righteousness
(Note: There are 6 concentric circles to match the 6 Rhombi and the 6 Larger
Squares with each of the Circles “inside” a Larger Square on the Sun-Star – there
are also 2 circles visible in the adjacent Cross for a total of “8” circles; however, a
NINTH CIRCLE which would encompass the Cross and the Sun-Star completes
this most incredible display of spheres.)
The Esoteric Circle – Diameters of all 6 Circles combined of the Sun-Star
The Circumference of a Single Circle having a Diameter of 1,108.8’ = 18
C = 1,108.8’ * 3.14181818 (Pi) = 3,483.648’ = “36” the Eternal God
Note: 18 + 27 = “45” = 4 + 5 = 9 and “45” = Arising of the Sun of Righteousness
Diameter in Inches: 1,108.8’ * 12” = 13,305.6” = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard
Circumference in inches = 3,483.648’ * 12” = 41,803,776” =
“36” = the Eternal God and 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
18 + 36 (Diameter & Circumference in feet of Esoteric Circle) = 54 = 5 + 4 = 9 =
Sun of Righteousness with bring
5040 = Perfect Societal Harmony
THE SMALLEST 26.4’ by 26.4’ CIRCLE
Although this is NOT a circle (one of the six major ones) it provides a most
interesting perspective…

If a circle were wholly placed within this 26.4’ x 26.4’ square (one of 144)…
Diameter would be: 26.4’
Circumference: 26.4’ * 3.14181818 = 82.944’
8 + 2 + 9 + 4 + 4 = 27 Revelation of the Messiah
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
All 144 Small Squares = 144 * 82.944’ = 11,943.935993088’ = 72
72 = the Name of God
7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
27 + 72 = 99 = “18” (9 + 9 = 18) New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
“99” Magnification of the Sun of Righteousness in the Smallest Square!
In Inches:
One Small Circumference: 82.944’ * 12” = 995.328” = 36 = Eternal God
144 Small Circumferences: 995.328” * 144 = 143,327.232” = 27
27 = Messiah Revealed
36 + 27 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
The AREA of One Small Circle with Diameter of 26.4’ and whose
Circumference is 82.944’
Area = π * r2
Radius = ½ of Diameter of 26.4’ = 13.2’
Area = 3.14181818 * (13.2’)2
13.2’ * 13.2’ = 174.24’
Area = 3.14181818 * 174.24’ = 547.4304 sq. feet
5474304 = 5 + 4 + 7 + 4 + 3 + 4 = 27 = Full Revelation of Messiah
2 + 7 = Sun of Righteousness
144 Areas * 547.4304 sq. feet = 78,829.9775543808 sq. feet = 90 or “9”
“9”
THE FULLNESS OF THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!
(Note: Calculations in Feet Only)
THE SIX LARGE CIRCLES OF THE SUN-STAR
#1 - THRONEROOM – INNERMOST CIRCLE WITHIN
THE INNERMOST 2x2 SQUARE
Innermost Circumference #1 and 4 squares = 2 square diameter
2 * 26.4’ = 52.8’ or 633.6”
Note: 5 + 2 + 8 = “15” New Jerusalem Edge/Wall and 6 + 3 + 3 + 6 = “18” New
Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
6336 can be seen as 6 – 33 – 6 or as 666
“666” = “The Number of a Man”

Note: “666” by itself is “Beastly” – “Antichrist”…but…
When “33” For “Messiah was “cut off” for us all then 666 becomes “18” New
Jerusalem – The Diameter of the Innermost Circle Discloses the Most Profound
Truth: God (36) was in Christ (33) reconciling the world unto Himself to be the
His New Jerusalem (18)
Using Pi as the New Jerusalem Pi of 864/275 (Fibonacci π) or New Jerusalem Pi
@ 3.141818181818∞
Circumference in Feet: 52.8’ * 3.1418+ = 165.887999904’ = “75” =
The “75” Days of Daniel 12:11-12 – The Most Prophetic Period in Human History
Judgment of the Earthlings (1290 days) and Arising of Sun of Righteousness (45
days or unto the 1,335th Day)
In Inches: 633.6” * 3.1418+ = 1,990.656” = “36” or 360° = the Eternal God
Conclusion: The Innermost Circle of the Sun-Star makes a Powerful Prophetic
Statement of the Coming Judgment & Arising of the Sun of Righteousness (75)
In Feet (75) and Inches (36) – together: 75 + 36 = 111 = the Tri-unity of the One
God’s Stamp upon the Prophetic
Perimeter of Innermost Square
8 (Edges of these 4 squares) * 26.4’ = 211.2’ * 12” = 2,534.4”
25344 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
The Interior 4 Squares = 211.2’ (4 edges) * 3 (if wholly cubed) = 633.6’
6336 = “18” New Jerusalem (Area Surface)
2,534.4” * 3 = 7,603.2” (See above for ramifications of 6 – 33 – 6)
76032 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
# 2 - SECOND CIRCLE – “ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT” –
“MESSIAH’S CIRCLE” - #2 From the Center
Second Esoteric Concentric Circle from the Center Surrounded by the Rumbas =
4 Square Diameter (double that of the innermost circle)
4 * 26.4’ = 105.6’ Diameter of Circle or 1,267.2”
1,267.2” = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
(Note: Innermost Measures the “15” Edge of the New Jerusalem and the Second
Circle Diameter Unveils the full measurement of the New Jerusalem’s “18” based
upon the “12” (as in 1+ 5 + 6 = 12)
Using Pi as the New Jerusalem Pi of 864/275 (Fibonacci π) or New Jerusalem Pi
@ 3.141818181818∞
105.6’ * 3.1418+ = 331.7765999808’ = “69”
6 + 9 = 15 = Edge of the New Jerusalem
69 = the 69th Week of Daniel – then Messiah is “Cut Off”

In Inches: 331.7765999808’ * 12” = 3,981.311997696” = 72
72 – the Name of God and 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

Conclusion: Surrounding the very Heart of the Sun-Star is the Deliverer – the
Messiah revealed as the Lamb of God (69 – “Cut Off”)
But Now as the “Lamb upon the Throne”
(Revelation 5:6, 8, 12-13; 6:1, 16; 7:9-10, 14, 17; 12:11; 13:8, 11; 14:1, 4, 10;
15:3; 17:14; 19:7, 9; 21:14, 21, 23; 22:1, 3)
The Second Concentric Circle surrounds the 8 Crisscrossed Squares (2 on each of
the 4 directions – North, East, South and West – toward all creation)
Therefore: The 8 Squares + 4 Squares of the Innermost Circle are within the
Second Circle which has already manifested the “Scope” of the Messiah = 69
The Eight Crisscrossed Squares
They are purposefully “linked” to the Center as the spokes of a wheel – 8 Spokes
Connected to each of these 8 Squares – One Spoke per each of the 8 squares
8 Additional Spokes “touch” the Edges of the 8 “Second Tier” Squares and unite
them to the 4 Innermost Squares 8 + 8 = “16” Spokes in All
Each of the 8 “Second Tier” Squares has 4 Centers Designated – i.e., giving us 4
triangles per square or 4 x 8 = 32 Triangles
Each Triangle in These 8 Crisscrossed Squares has 180° * 32 = 5,760°

5760 = “18” as in 5 + 7 + 6 = 18 New Jerusalem
Messiah’s Revelation, Ministry and Sacrifice is for the New Jerusalem
Four “Un-crisscrossed Squares” on the Second Tier of Squares are “touched” by
the Second Concentric Circle + 4 Additional Squares on the Innermost Circle
Therefore:
Eight Square Blocks having 4 ea. 90° Angles
4 * 90° = 360° (The Eternal God – Circle)
8 Squares with 360° Each = 2,880° = “18” as in 2 + 8 + 8 = 18

288/2 = 144 Wall of the New Jerusalem in that there is North and South (144 ea.)
and East and West (144 ea.) – or Two Sets of 144 as in Israel and the Church – His
TWO Witnesses
The Messianic Circle Surrounds the Two Witnesses
Total Degrees in both 32 Triangles + 8 Squares with 360° or
5,760° + 2,880° = 8,640° = 864 = 18 New Jerusalem Standard
864 = Sun of Righteousness
864,000 Miles is the Diameter of the Sun

THE SUN-STAR’S DOTS & CRISSCROSSES
It appears unavoidable wherein a detour must be taken before advancing to the
numbers 3, 4, 5 and number 6 circles; however, the immediate need to discuss the
strange DOTS which pepper these dimensions – what are they? Why are they
there? We pause here since they immediately surround the innermost square (4
squares) on its north, east, south and west sides (2 crisscrossed squares each side).
The second circle surrounds these 8 squares which contain some 32 dots (4 dots in
each square) – We think the mystery of the dots is solved! How? By simply
adding the final DOT – the centermost – the innermost circle’s dot as in 32 + 1 =
“33” – “33” is the Number of Messiah, the “Lamb of God” for there is a LAMB
ON THE THRONE OF “GOD AND THE LAMB” – it was at age 33 that
“Messiah was cut off” (Daniel 9:26).
But more, we must go outside of these immediate dots and find an additional 48
dots in the crisscrossed squares of the large square that is laid atop the largest
Rhombus (the four Larger Square from the center) – there are 12 per corner in
three crisscrossed squares; therefore, we now have 48 + 32 + 1 but first we have 48
+ 32 = 80 and this “8” is altogether the LIFE, the First Day, the New Beginning,
the Resurrection, the “arising” – for where there is LIGHT, there is LIFE in this
glorious Sun-Star and “in Him was Life and the Life (i.e., the Number 8 and this
wondrous octagonal design) was the LIGHT (i.e., the Number 9 as in the Sun of
Righteousness) of the world” – now watch the glorious transfiguration of the Son
of Man…for 80 + 1 (the innermost dot) = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 and 9 * 9 = 81 and so, the
inevitable consequence and addition of all dots leads us to the Sun of
Righteousness – the very brilliance of the Sun-Star Who at His core is the Lamb
(33) upon the Throne – for “THE LAMB (33) IS ITS LIGHT! (9)” (Revelation
21:23)…but the Lamb is not “for Himself” – 33 * 9 = 297 = 2 + 9 + 7 = 18 = He is
for His Bride, the Holy City, Jerusalem!
THE SUN-STAR’S DIAGONALS
Since our diversion has had to consider both the “dots” and the crisscrossed
squares surrounding the Innermost Square – it would be appropriate at this time to
consider the entire issue of the Sun-Star’s diagonals…
Two Diagonals per Small Square of 26.4’ x 26.4’
Each of the 144 squares has a Diagonal Measurement = 37.224’
or c2 = a2 + b2
37.224’ * 2 (crisscrossed per square) = 74.448’ = 27 = Messiah Revealed or

2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
All 144 Smaller Squares = 74.448’ * 144 = 10,720.512’ = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
27 + 27 = 54 = 5040 = Perfect Societal Harmony
5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 10,720.512’ * 12” = 128,646.144” = “36” = the Eternal God
3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
THE EIGHT SQUARES (2 on each side) OF THE
INNERMOST SQUARE, CIRCLE * RHOMBUS
8 Crisscrossed Squares surrounded by the Second Circle = 8 * 2 = 16
16 Diagonals (in 8 crisscrossed squares) * 37.224’ = 595.584’ = 36 Eternal God
3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 595.584’ * 12” = 7,147.008” = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Eternal God
36 + 27 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

RHOMBUS CREATED BY DIAGONALS AROUND INNERMOST SQ.
2 Diagonals Per Small Square Creates a Rhombus Side around Innermost Circle

4 Sides * 2 Diagonals Each = 8 Diagonals = 8 * 37.224’ = 297.792’ = 36 =
3+6=9
36 = the Eternal God and 9 = the Sun of Righteousness
Additional Crisscrossed Squares are found at the Corners of the 8 x 8 Square
There are 3 Crisscrossed Squares per Corner of 8 x 8 Square
Total Crisscrossed Squares in 8 x 8 Square = 3 * 4 = 12
3 Sets of Diagonals per 3 Squares
3 * 2 = 6 * 4 = 24 Diagonals in 12 Squares with Crisscrosses on 8 x 8 Square
24 * 37.224’ = 893.376’ = 36 = Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Note: 36 + 9 = 45 = “Arising” of Sun of Righteousness (2nd Coming)
ALL Crisscrossed Square Diagonals =
297.792’ (8 Squares Adjoining Innermost Square/Circle Rhombus +
893.376’ (12 Squares on 8 x 8 Square) = 1,191.168’ = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 1,191.168’ * 12” = 14,294.016” = 27 = Messiah Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
27 + 27 = 54 = 5040 = Optimal Number of Societal Harmony
All (8 ea.) Innermost Crisscrossed Squares and 8 (ea.) 8 x 8 Square Crisscrossed
Squares are crossed by either the Second Rhombus from the Center or the 8 x 8
Rhombus – therefore – there are 8 + 8 = 16 Crisscrossed Squares Affected by 2 of
the Rhombi = 37.224’ * 16 = 595.584’ – i.e. Rhombus lines cross over the
Crisscrossed Squares – Their Lines become the Crisscrossed Lines
5 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 8 + 4 = 36 = the Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
595.584’ * 12” = 7,147,008” = 27 = Messiah Revealed & 2 + 7 = 9
(Note: Diagonals on all Large Squares and Rhombi will be Discussed Later)
# 3 - THE “MIDDLE CIRCLE” – THE BRIDAL CIRCLE –
#3 from the Center
The Middle Circle (First Visible in the Sun-Star from the Center)
Diameter of Six Squares or 26.4’ * 6 = 158.4’
158.4’ = “18” as in 1 + 5 + 8 + 4 = 18 New Jerusalem Standard
158.4’ * 12” = 1,900.8 = “18” (Clearly)
158.4’ * 3.14181818 (864/275 New Jerusalem Pi) = 497.664’ Circumference
4 + 9 + 7 + 6 + 6 + 4 = 36 = 360° = the Eternal God
The Eternal God is the Measurement of the Middle Circle
Validating His Eternal Purpose in having the Bride (18) for the Son
(9/27/30/33/45)
This is proven by taking the 497.664’ * 12” = 5,971.968”

5971968 = “45” The Marriage Supper of the Lamb at His Coming in Glory during
the 1,335th Day – Daniel 12:11-12
In Sum: the Eternal God – the Father – Presents the Bride to the Son

#4 – THE CIRCLE WITHIN SQUARE #4 – THE 8 x 8
“SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS”
The Fourth Circle is the “Circle within the 8 x 8 Square”
This Circle is Visible and has 8 Squares as its Diameter
8 * 26.4’ = 211.2’ or 211.2’ * 12” = 2,534.4 = “18”
2 + 5 + 3 + 4 + 4 = 18 – New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
211.2’ * 3.14181818 (New Jerusalem Pi of 864/275) =
663.552’ = “27” = Messiah Revealed or
2,534.4” * 3.14181818 = 7,962.624” = “36” the Eternal God
27 (in feet) + 36 (in inches) = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Circumference of Fourth Circle =
The Eternal God through Messiah is preparing the New Jerusalem
EIGHT SQUARE DIAMETER = NEW BEGINNING – RESURRECTION
HEBREW FOR “LIFE” – EIGHTH DAY – FIRST DAY OF WEEK
The Fourth Circle (from the center) has Two Large Squares Surrounding It

Each Corner of 8 x 8 are 3 “Special Squares” with Crisscrossed Diagonals and
4 Dot Triangulated Centers per Crisscrossed Square
3 * 4 = 12 Squares * 4 Each Dot Designated Centers = 48 Designated Centers
4 Triangles in Each of These 12 Squares = 48 Triangles
48 + 48 = 96 = 9 + 6 = “15” Edge of the New Jerusalem
Each Triangle = 180 Degrees = 48 * 180° = 8,640°
“864” is a Fractal of the Sun’s Diameter in Miles
864,000 Miles
SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS – Malachi 4:2
These peculiar Crisscrossed Squares Clearly Define by their Triangles the Purpose
of the Palpa Mountain Sun-Star
Each Squares Diagonals (set of 2) = 74.448’ = “27” per Square = Messiah
Revealed & 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
3 Squares in Each Corner of the Large Square =
27 * 3 = 81
81 =8 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
81 * 4 (corners) = 324 = “9” as in 3 + 2 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
74.448’ (2 diagonals per square) * 12 “Special Crisscrossed Squares” =
893.376’ = “36” = The Eternal God
893.376’ * 12” = 10,720.512” = “18”
18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
1 + 8 = 9 = sun of Righteousness
36 + 18 = 54
54 = 5040 = Optimal Number for Societal Harmony through
5 + 4 = 9 = the Sun of Righteousness
The Diameter of the Fourth Circle is equal to one of the Larger Square’s Edges
211.2’ x 4 Square = 844.8’ = “24” (Perimeter of the Larger 8 x 8 Square – facing)
24 = the Twenty-Four Elders = Divine Governance of the New Jerusalem
844.8’ * 12” = 10,137.6” = “18” – again: Governance of New Jerusalem
Cubed Square: 211.2’ * 12 edges of a cube = 2,534.4’ = “18” New Jerusalem
2,534.4’ * 12” = 30,412.8” = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
All 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
#5 – THE CIRCLE WITHIN SQUARE #5 FROM THE CENTER
The Fifth Circle slices through all 8 Pyramidion – Creating 8 Smaller Pyramidion
Examining the 8 Smaller Pyramidion Created by the Fifth Circle
4 Pyramidion on the Largest Rhombus
4 Pyramidion on the 8 x 8 Square (4th from Center) or the “Crisscrossed Square”

8 Triangles Created on Largest Rhombus (see below) * 180° = 1,440°
8 Triangles “Exposed” on 4 Crisscrossed Pyramidion * 180° = 1,440°
Two Sets of 1,440
Two Sets of 144,000 in the Apocalypse in Rev. 7 and Rev. 14
Israel (12,000 x 12,000 tribes - Rev. 7) and the Church (144,000 - Rev. 14)
The Wall of the New Jerusalem is 144 (Revelation 21:17)
All Equal to “9” as in 1 + 4 + 4 = 9 =Sun of Righteousness
1,440 + 1,440 = 2,880 = 2 + 8 + 8 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard…and
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

Fifth Circle
Diameter of Fifth Circle = 10 Diameter Blocks of Small Squares
10 * 26.4’ = 264’ = 12 = Duodecimal of the New Jerusalem

264’ * 12” = 3168 Inches = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
3168” = the 3168’ of the 4-square base of the New Jerusalem herself…as in:
792 (7,920,000’ = 1 edge of NJ * 4 = 31,680,000’) * 4 = 3168’
The Peruvian Sun Star repeatedly confirms the 3168 figure of the New Jerusalem
Circumference of Fifth Circle = 3.14181818 * 3168’ = 9,953.27999424’ = 72
72 = the Name of God - 1° of Great Precessional or 72 years * 360 = 25,920 yrs.
7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness or “The Ninth Ray”
In Inches
9,953.27999424’ * 12” = 119,439.35993088” = 72
72 = the Name of God - 1° of Great Precessional or 72 years * 360 = 25,920 yrs.
7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness or “The Ninth Ray”
72 (in feet) + 72 (in inches) = 144 = Wall of the New Jerusalem

#6 – THE SIXTH CIRCLE
“THE NEW JERUSALEM”

The Sixth & Largest Circle of the Sun-Star
Surrounds the Largest Square Rhombus
Is Encircled by the Largest Square
The Sixth Circle is 12 Smaller Squares as its Diameter
12 * 26.4’ = 316.8’ = Fractal of the New Jerusalem’s Perimeter
New Jerusalem (Revelation 21:16) = 12,000 furlongs * 660’ (per furlong) =
7,920,000 Linear Feet or 792 * 4 (four square) = 3168’ = 316.8’ or one-tenth
316.8’ * 12” = 3,801.6” = “18” as does 316.8’ = “18” New Jerusalem
316.8’ * 3.14181818 (New Jerusalem Pi) = Circumference of Fifth Outermost
Circle = 995.327999424’ = “72”
72 = The Very Name of God! & 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
3,801.6” * 3.14181818 = 11,943.935993088” = “72”
72 = the Very Name of God!
72 (in feet) + 72 (in inches) = 144 the Wall of the New Jerusalem
The Sixth Circle’s Circumference Expresses the Wall of the New Jerusalem
AREAS OF EACH CIRCLE
We have discovered the dominance in the Larger Squares and in the Circles (their
diameters and circumferences) the amazing repetitiveness of the Sun of
Righteousness and all His aspects (9, 27, 30, 33, 45, etc) – along with the dynamic
issues connected with the 81 dots, the crisscrossed squares and the diagonals of the
Sun-Star – all attesting to the Sun of Righteousness and to His Beloved Bride, the
Holy City, New Jerusalem. We will now examine the areas of the circles – one by
one…
Π * r * r or Area = πr2 or Area of a Circle = Pi * radius * radius
Circle #1 = the Throne of God & the Lamb
The Innermost Circle (Area) – “2 Blocks Diameter”
Radius of Two Square Edge = 52.8’ Diameter/2 = 26.4’ or 316.8”
Area = 3.14181818 * (26.4’)2 or
Area = 3.14181818 * 696.96’ = 2,189.7216 sq. feet = “36” The Eternal God
“Upon the Throne of God and the Lamb”
Sq. Inches: 2,189.7216 sq. ft. * 144 = 315,319.9104 sq. in. = 36 = the Eternal God
3 + 6 = 9 = the Sun of Righteousness

Circle #2 – MESSIAH’S CIRCLE (Area)
(4 Blocks Diameter)
Radius of Four Square Edges = 105.6’ Diameter/2 = 52.8’ or 633.6”
Area = 3.14181818 * (52.8’)2 or
Area = 3.14181818 * 2,787.84’ = 8,758.8863949312 sq. ft. = 81
81 = 81 Dots of the Sun Star
8 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness & 9 * 9 = 81
Sq. Inches: 8,758.8863949312 sq. ft. * 144 =
Sq. Inches: 8,758.8863949312 sq. ft. * 144 = 1,261,279.640870093 sq. in. = 72
72 = the Name of God or 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
81 + 72 = 153
153 = John 21 and the 153 Fish – “Fishing Among the Gentiles”
1 + 5 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Circle #3 – BRIDAL CIRCLE

(Visible) (Area) (6 Blocks Diameter)
Radius of Six Square Edges = 158.4’ Diameter/2 = 79.2’ or 950.4”
(Note: 79.2’ Radius = One Edge of the New Jerusalem and…
950.4” = Fractal of the 95,040,000 Miles from Earth to Sun at Apogee
Area = 3.14181818 * (79.2’)2 or
Area = 3.14181818 * 6,272.64’ = 19,707.4943886’ sq. ft. = “66”
66 Books of the Traditional Sacred Biblical Text
“66” = the 660’ in one Furlong (smallest measurement of the New Jerusalem)
66 * 12” (using inches) = 792 = Fractal of the 7,920,000’ Edge of the New
Jerusalem
In Inches: 19,707.4943886’ * 144 = 2,837,879.1919584 sq. in. = 81
81 Dots of the Sun Star = 8 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
66 * 81 = 5346 = 5 + 3 + 4 + 6 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
The 66 Books of Judeo-Christian Text when Combined with the 81 of the Sun of
Righteousness produce the 5346 or “18” of the New Jerusalem
Circle #4 – SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
(Visible) (8 Blocks Diameter)
Radius of Eight Square Edges = 211.2’ Diameter/2 = 105.6’ or 1,267.2”
Area = 3.14181818 * (105.6’)2 or
Area = 3.14181818 * 11,151.36’ = 35,035.54488834048 sq. ft. = “72”
72 = the Name of God & 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches:
35,035.54488834048 sq. ft. * 144 = 5045118.46392102912 sq. in. = 63
6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
72 + 63 = 135 = 1 + 3 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Circle #5 – Area
(10 Blocks Diameter)
264’/2 = 132’2
3.14181818 * 17,424’ = 54,743.03996832 Sq. Ft. = 63 =
6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 54,743.03996832 sf. * 144 = 7882997.75543808 sq. in. = 90
90 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
63 + 90 = 153 = Fishing Among the Gentiles – John 21
1 + 5 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

Circle #6 – THE NEW JERUSALEM
(12 Block Diameter)
The Area of the New Jerusalem Circle is overshadowed by Its Diameter of
316.8’ = 3168 of the Four Square New Jerusalem
(792 * 4 = 3168)
AND
By the Circle’s Radius of 316.8’/2 = 1,900.8” = 1 + 9 + 8 = “18”
This “18” is the New Jerusalem
AND
The 12 Squares by 12 Squares which are the Totality of the Sun-Star
12 x 12 = 144 x 6 sides of a cube to match the New Jerusalem – 864
864 = 864,000 mile diameter of the Sun
SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

864 * 12 Edges of a Perfect Squaring of the Sun = 10,368 = “18”
THE NEW JERUSALEM
AREA OF LARGEST CIRCLE ON THE SUN STAR
316.8’/2 = 158.4’ (Radius)
3.14181818 * 25,090.56’ = 78829.9775543808 sf. = 90
90 = 9 = The Sun of Righteousness – Absolute
In Inches: 78829.9775543808 sf. * 144 = 11351516.7678308352 = 72
72 = the Name of God and 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
90 + 72 = 162 = 1 + 6 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
90 = 9 and 72 = 9 and 9 + 9 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
The Largest Square (the Sixth Square) Amplifies the Sun of Righteousness and His
Quest for His Bride, the New Jerusalem (18)

The Throne Room of God – THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

The Throne Room of God and the Lamb with its Rainbow about the throne, its
Four Living Creatures and Twenty-four Elders and its stupefying brilliance is all
the more spectacular judging from a host of Sacred Text who have for us and our
posterity conveyed these indescribable attributes and colorations, as well as
staggeringly intricate geometric configurations…just how do you describe the
indescribable? Why did the Almighty deign to allow Abraham, Moses, Ezekiel,
Isaiah, Paul, John, others to peer into these heavenly realities and then delimit them
to human instrumentalities to convey the supreme elegance of their chemistry,
hues, and again, breathtaking geometry through the pens of mortal flesh,
corruptible and seemingly constricted in its ability to interpret such dramatic
impressions of the heavenlies?
For if “eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither has it entered into the heart of man
the things which God has prepared for them that love Him” – then why bother with
such detailed description of Him Who sits on the Throne – of Him Who sits in the
Heavens?
Surely the Almighty was aware that poor, puny man, was incapable to describe,
given the dimensional limitations of human expression, these formidable
realities…but He allowed them human instrumentality to share the
incomprehensible worth of their magnificence. Why? I believe to divinely
transmit to us all the Purposes of God throughout the ages – just what does God
desire among His creation?
Would the Almighty – as Deists contrive – create, then forsake us to our own
demise, wholly alienating us from His unapproachable Light by our darkened
understanding of the incomprehensible? No, by dent of these vivid imaginations
come to light in revelation, His quest for Love’s full expression could not be
hidden from His creation . . . from the moment in time past – when there was no
time – the Creator sought a way to utterly manifest His character and essence – to
disclose the unimaginable and bestow His glory because God is! Consider…
“Then I (Ezekiel) looked, and behold, a whirlwind was coming out of the north, a
great cloud with raging fire engulfing itself; and brightness was all around it and
radiating out of its midst like the color of amber, out of the midst of the fire. Also
from within it came the likeness of four living creatures. And this was their
appearance: they had the likeness of a man. Each one had four faces, and each
one had four wings. Their legs were straight, and the soles of their feet were like
the soles of calves’ feet. They sparkled like the color of burnished bronze. The
hands of a man were under their wings on their four sides; and each of the four had

faces and wings. Their wings touched one another. The creatures did not turn
when they went, but each one went straight forward. As for the likeness of their
faces, each had the face of a man; each of the four had the face of a lion on the
right side, each of the four had the face of an ox on the left side, and each of the
four had the face of an eagle. Thus were their faces. Their wings stretched
upward; two wings of each one touched one another, and two covered their bodies.
And each one went straight forward; they went wherever the spirit wanted to go,
and they did not turn when they went. As for the likeness of the living creatures,
their appearance was like burning coals of fire, like the appearance of torches
going back and forth among the living creatures. The fire was bright, and out of
the fire went lightning.
“And the living creatures ran back and forth, in appearance like a flash of
lightning. Now as I looked at the living creatures, behold, a wheel was on the earth
beside each living creature with its four faces. The appearance of the wheels and
their workings was like the color of beryl, and all four had the same likeness. The
appearance of their workings was, as it were, a wheel in the middle of a wheel.
When they moved, they went toward any one of four directions; they did not turn
aside when they went. As for their rims, they were so high they were awesome;
and their rims were full of eyes, all around the four of them…..
“The likeness of the firmament (i.e., “expanse”) above the heads of the living
creatures was like the color of an awesome crystal, stretched out over their heads.
And under the firmament their wings spread out straight, one toward another.
Each one had two which covered one side, and each one had two which covered
the other side of the body. When they went, I heard the noise of their wings, like
the noise of many waters, like the voice of the Almighty, a tumult like the noise of
an army; and when they stood still, they let down their wings. A voice came from
above the firmament that was over their heads; whenever they stood, they let down
their wings.
“And above the firmament over their heads was the likeness of a throne, in
appearance like a lapis lazuli stone; on the likeness of the throne was a likeness
with the appearance of a man high above it. Also from the appearance of His waist
and upward I saw, as it were, the color of amber with the appearance of fire all
around within it; and from the appearance of His waist and downward I saw, as it
were, the appearance of fire with brightness all around. Like the app0earance of a
rainbow in a cloud on a rainy day, so was the appearance of the brightness all
around it. This was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of the LORD”
(Excerpts from Ezekiel 1)

Yes, there is more – so much more – for in Exodus 24:9-11; I Kings 8:10-12; I
Kings 22:19-23; Isaiah 6:1-8; Ezekiel 1, 10; Daniel 7:9-10; Zechariah 3; and
Revelation 4-10, 20…to name but a few.
And so, from the Palpa Mountains of Peru, comes one of the most esoteric
geometric contrivances ever designed and etched upon the surface of the Earth –
detailing these Throne Room signatures using geometric insignias to convey that
which is beyond human capability – or so we thought. Yet, now, along with
Sacred Text and the aforesaid descriptions in all their glorious tone – we augment
the Sun-Star with the “heavenly pattern” and colors given on behalf of the New
Jerusalem below in these two feeble drawings to ignite your imagination as to what
their possibilities may be:
“Awesome crystal,” lapis lazuli, rainbow colors, amber, fire, 24 Elders, four living
creatures, wheel within the wheel – where do you begin? – Peer into the drawing –
you will begin to see more than what appears on the surface. Newton originally
(1672) named only five primary colors: red, yellow, green, blue and violet.
Red

Yellow Green

Blue

Violet

Later he included orange and indigo, giving seven colors by analogy to the number
of notes in a musical scale.[3]
Red

Orange Yellow Green

Taken from Wikipedia.

Blue

Indigo Violet

Indeed, Sir Isaac Newton – the father of modern optics – originally gave us five
primary colors – later he included orange and indigo – I would be so audacious to
include an EIGHTH…for then would the Sun-Star’s emphases and elaborate
crisscrossed lines begin to make sense.
Each line – each PRIMARY – commencing on one side of the four central squares
and reaching out in symmetrical lines crossing its center and uniting the

surrounding eight squares (two on each side which likewise are crisscrossed
creating four triangles in each twin squares facing the center).
What is that missing eighth color? – Ah, it is the color of the Western Hemisphere
– for one need but travel among the Native Americans and discover its beauty in
precious worth to countless millions. I believe it holds the mystery of the SunStar’s majestic qualities, bringing us to the EIGHTH COLOR – the Color of Life
and completes the rainbow’s full optical field: Turquoise (Cyan)…for it exposes
to the light the greatest distinction from the other possibilities – magenta, gold,
olive, navy, brown, pink, black, grey, silver, (with purple but a shade different
from violet); thus, there are, interestingly enough, 8 primary colors + 10 secondary
colors, giving us 18 in all (if white is omitted) – sound familiar…do the math!
Cyan Magenta Black Gray Silver White
Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet
Gold Olive Purple Navy Brown Pink

The colors of the “rainbow” around the throne magnify – for “God is Light and in
Him is NO Darkness at all!” It is only fitting that we add Turquoise-Cyan to the
Primary Colors to complete the Throne Room’s octagonal coloration – LIFE –
LIGHT – how they unite – for “In Him was Life and the Life was the Light of

men” (John 1:4) . . . only fitting, for it was among the native peoples of the West
that the EIGHTH Wonder of the World is found!

Each of the eight Primary Colors has been given six triangles – two in the midst
and four within two adjoining “crisscrossed squares” – therefore, the total number
of triangles in the central squares committed is 6 * 8 = 48 and their total degrees
per color is equal to:
6 * 180° = 1080°
Purposefully to match the “18” of the New Jerusalem
There are 8 Sets of these Colors – therefore:
1080° * 8 Colors = 8640°
Not only is 864 = “18” but 864 is the fractal of the
SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS – 864,000 Miles Diameter of the Sun
When 1080 + 8640 are added together it equals:
9,720 and 9,720 is the 12-Edged Perimeter of a Cubed
GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA
9,720’ * 12” = 108,864
Likewise 1080 is the Radius of the Moon
The New Jerusalem (18) and the Sun of Righteousness (864)
Therefore: The Great Pyramid of Giza, the New Jerusalem and the
Sun of Righteousness are All United Together in the

SUN-STAR OF THE PALPA MOUNTAINS OF PERU!
The 16 Triangles within the 4-Squares in the “Midst” have 4 Triangles Each
4 * 180° = 720°
720 = The Name of God (72) & 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Four Colors on One Square are united to Four Colors on the Opposite Square
4 + 4 = 8 = 8 * 180° = 1,440°
+
4 + 4 = 8 = 8 * 180° = 1,440°
NOTE: These are the LITERAL Lines of the Star-Sun of Palpa, Peru
Together – These Two Sets of 144 Equate to the following:
144,000 of Israel and the 144,000 of the Church
Revelation 7 and Revelation 14
Together They Form the New Jerusalem as in:
144,000 + 144,000 = 288,000 = 2 + 8 + 8 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
AGAIN
The 4 Triangles per Color formed within the 8 Squares surrounding the “Midst”
Are broken into 4 equal triangles
4 * 180° (1 square) = 720° * 8 (squares) = 5,760°
5 + 7 + 6 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
5760/2 (for two pairs are facing on either side) = 2,880° (4 squares)
2,880/2 (pair) = 1,440° (2 squares)
Total Number of Triangles in the 4 Middle and 8 Outside Crisscrossed Squares =
12 Squares * 4 Triangles Each = 48 * 180° (each triangle) = 8640° = 864 =
THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
These are the literal lines and triangles thusly created and more easily viewed with
the eight primary colors of the Sun-Star of the Palpa Mountains near the Nazca
Lines by Maria Reiche’s Museum on the Costal Pan-American Highway
approximately 200 miles south of Lima, Peru in the Southern Hemisphere of the
West.
These TWELVE interior squares – the “four in the midst” of the Throne of God
and the four pairs – total 8 – surrounding the Throne – constituting a total of 12
squares, are augmented by the 12 “perimeter squares” bearing similar crisscross
markings on them as originally described – 3 per corner of the large square whose
perimeter surrounds the circle seen in the Sun-Star below (next graphic):
These 12 squares “echo” the 12 interior squares as 12 + 12 = 24 and 24 is for
“governance” as seen in the 24 Elders of the New Jerusalem. Likewise, and again,

these “exterior twelve” are purposefully made of 8 colors to highlight their
identification with the interior colors and each of the eight colors is given, again,
six triangles, to more easily recognize the number of triangles – the entire sequence
is thence repeated on the “exterior crisscrossed triangles”
8 Color Sets * 6 Triangles Each
6 Triangles Each Color * 180° = 1,080°
8 Primary Color Sets * 1,080° = 8,640°
1,080 = “18” New Jerusalem
8,640 = “18” New Jerusalem
1,080 = Radius of the Moon in Miles
864,000 = Diameter of the Sun in Miles
1080 + 8640 = 9,720
9720 = The Perimeter of the Great Pyramid of Giza in Feet = 9720 (as a cube)
9,720’ * 12” = 108,864” = the Sun-Star of the Palpa Mountains of Peru’s
Exterior 12 Crisscrossed Squares

SUMMATION ON CRISSCROSSED SQUARES & DOTS
The Outside 12 Squares with Crisscrossed Colors +
The Inside 12 Squares (8 Crisscrossed + 4 Crisscrossed by the Beams) =
24 Squares involved in Crisscross Colorations
Each Small Square = 105.6’ (Perimeter)
24 Squares * 105.6’ = 2,534.4’ = “18” New Jerusalem
If Cubed to Mimic the Cube of the New Jerusalem….
2,534.4’ * 3 = 7,603.2’ = “18” New Jerusalem
If all 24 squares and their 4 Triangles each…
for there are 4 triangles per square in the Center – therefore…
24 * 4 = 96 each - 180° triangles
180° * 96 = 17,280° = “18” as in 1 + 7 + 2 + 8 = 18 New Jerusalem
The BLACK DOTS in the centers of the crisscrossed squares:
There are 4 Black Center “Dots” in each of the 12 Exterior Crisscrossed Sqs.
4 * 12 = 48 Black Dots
There are 4 Black Center “Dots” in each of the 8 Interior Crisscrossed Sqs.
4 * 8 = 32 Black Dots
48 + 32 = 80 = “8” is the RESURRECTION – LIFE – FIRST DAY
180° per 80 Triangles so Created = 14,400° = 144 New Jerusalem Wall
80 Dots + the Central Dot = 81 Dots = 8 + 1 = 9 Sun of Righteousness
The next two graphics illustrate the significance of the “9” as the Sun of
Righteousness in the Peruvian Sun-Star.
The first graphic is the only graphic where in detail on the 9 Circles of the Sun-Star
(6) and the Cross (2) and the Outermost Circle (1) are placed together on the much
larger 21 x 21 platform.
The two additional circles and two additional larger squares of the cross make for
eight circles and eight larger squares; however, it is not until the final Outermost
Square (21 x 21) and the circle within that square do we reach 9 circles and 9

squares. This author has not determined where an additional three Rhombi would
fit into the Sun-Star scheme.

THE CENTRALITY OF THE “9” – SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
The “tic-tac do” 9 blocks in the graphic below illustrate the 144 square platform
brolken down into 9 equal 4 x 4 (16) 26.4’ x 26.4’ small square blocks – 16 in each
of the 9 blocks with the center block constituting the NINTH. All of the diameters

and circumference/area of the circles is the same – we will take them singularly
and then corporately…

In that the Sun-Star’s immediate 144 square platform – formed of squares 26.4’ x
26.4’ upon which the Six Concentric Circles, the Six Concentric Larger Squares
and the Six Concentric Rhombi are superimposed – and the fact that her octagonal
design is so abundantly revealed – this author has determined that the “8” + “1” or
the 81 and then 8 + 1 = “9” is the primary message conveyed to the world through
this geometric masterpiece.
This, as well as its adjacent Cross that we shall examine in fullness in a later
article, cannot but be examined in light of its “potential” geometric simplicities.
That is, in that there are 144 squares laid out 12 x 12 or 12 * 12 = 144, which
“144” is the very Wall of the New Jerusalem; we can readily see that
commensurate with the octagonal emphasis and the “81 dots” about the Sun-Star,
we can easily view its simplicity much like a tic-tac do game wherein there would
be nine separate “blocks” in which each block would have a 4 x 4 or 16 of these
26.4’ x 26.4’ squares. Thus, there would be nine blocks of 16 smaller blocks each
or 9 * 16 = 144.
Eight of these blocks, much like a tic-tac do game would surround the central 4 x 4
square – in other words, there would be 8 * 16 = 128 smaller 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares
on the periphery of the central square’s 16 smaller squares – again, totaling 144
smaller squares – i.e., the complete Sun-Star platform of 128 + 16 = 144.
With this configuration of the 144 squares so designed, the immediate
“application” is to assess the potential geometric application necessitated thereto –
i.e., each of the eight surrounding 4 x 4 blocks of 16 squares, in keeping with the
“circle within the square” emphasis of the Sun-Star, could contain their own “circle
within the square” with commensurate diameters, circumference, area, etc.
The circles have been drawn in the diagram with eight primary colors – including
turquoise. The central square of the “Throne Room of God” is kept as the original
Sun-Star with beams projecting out from its center (16 in all or 8 crisscrossing),
along with the original 32 dots surrounding the Sun Burst; the “48 dots” contained
in the fourth Larger Square from the center (having 12 dots in three separate
squares at each of its corners or 12 * 4 = 48 dots) is omitted from the “9 block”
diagram/graphic. Again, remembering that the 32 + 48 = 80 + the central dot itself
or 80 + 1 = 81 dots giving reflection that the “1 in the midst” brings our total to 81
or “8 + 1 = 9” or 9 * 9 = 81 and this “9” is the very Sun of Righteousness.

Measurements of the Eight Circles + the “Ninth Circle” - Diameters
The diameters of these newly-created circles lead us to affirm that their geometric
design – giving balance and “equity” to the octagonal design of the Sun-Star allows us to recognize their “stellar” abilities to conform to the Sun-Star’s Sun of
Righteousness. Not only do they project the eight primary colors of the spectrum
but they also signify the eight primary planets of the Solar System (Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune – with the Sun being the
Ninth – the Ninth Ray or Ninth Block – the Innermost Circle or Throne Room…
Their diameters are all four small blocks wide or 26.4’ * 4 = 105.6’ or 1,267.2
inches. The sum of all eight of these circles surrounding the Throne Room is: 8 *
105.6’ = 844.8’ or 10,137.6 inches. Here we see that the 844.8’ digits equal to
“24” wherein we can readily assign the “24 Elders” about the Throne of God and
the Lamb their designated positions; however, the 10,137.6 inches gives expression
to the very Standard of Measurement of the New Jerusalem, i.e., “18.”
It is only when we add in the “Ninth Ray” that there is an immediate recognition
that all of these eight circles are but for one purpose….the Sun of Righteousness.
The Ninth Circumference
844.8 Ft. + 105.6 Ft. (Central & Ninth Block) = 950.4 Ft.
950.4 Ft. is a fractal of 95,040,000 miles from Earth to the Sun at Apogee
954 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Inches: 950.4’ * 12” = 11,404.8 Inches
1…144…8
Total Expression of the New Jerusalem’s “18” and “144” – these are the
fundamental measurements of the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21:16-17)
The result of this geometric configuration is stunning: The Sun of Righteousness
(seen in the Sun’s distance from the Earth…i.e., the Sun of Righteousness coming
to the Earth) for one express purpose: His Bride, the Holy City, New Jerusalem!
This is seen in the addition for the grand sum of all the diameters of the total nine
circles formed on the 144 square platform.
It is not necessarily what the designers of the Sun-Star may have had in mind;
however, it is altogether suggestive that to perfect the design these “potentials”
were left unattended for us to discover their wholly marvelous “capacities” in
confirming that the Peruvian Sun-Star would yet disclose more of her secrets to the
inhabitants of the Earth as the Sun of Righteousness arises!

Indeed, if each of the 26.4’ x 26.4’ smaller squares were to have a “circle within
the square” (i.e., each of the 9 blocks of 16 smaller squares each) some incredible
calculations would be derived:

144 Small Sq. Circles/Diameters
16 (26.4’ x 26.4’ squares) * 26.4’ = 422.4 Ft. = “12”
422.4’ * 12” = 5,068.8” = “27” = Messiah Revealed in Each of the 9 Blocks
8 Blocks: 422.4 Ft. * 8 = 3,379.2 Ft. = “24” = Divine Governance
Again: 24 Elders “Around the Throne of God & the Lamb”
3,379.2 Ft. * 12” = 40,550.4” = “18” = New Jerusalem

This Number Set is Marvelous: 45…54 – and indicates that the
Sun of Righteousness Arising (45) will bring Optimal Societal Harmony (54)
4 + 5 = 9 and 5 + 4 = 9 = Both Equal to the Sun of Righteousness
Adding in the Ninth Circle…
3,379.2 Ft. + 422.4 Ft. = 3,801.6’ = “18” = New Jerusalem =
1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
3,801.6 Ft. * 12” = 45,619.2 Inches = 27 = Messiah Fully Revealed
2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
18 + 27 = 45 = Sun of Righteousness Arising
4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
Measurements of the Eight Circles + the “Ninth Circle” - Circumferences
The circumference of a circle is simply π * diameter or πd. Each of the 8 circles
within the 8 blocks surrounding the Ninth Block in the midst have diameters of
105.6’ * Pi. However, which Pi shall we use – we have determined that the “most
responsive” Pi is that of the New Jerusalem Pi which is 864/275 or 3.14181818∞ this will give us a circumference for each of the eight block circles of:
3.14181818 * 105.6’ = 331.775999808 Ft. = “69”
6 + 9 = “15” which is the Edge of the New Jerusalem (i.e., 1,500 miles or 15)
69 = the 69th Week of Daniel when Messiah was “Cut Off” (Daniel 9:26)
In Inches: 331.775999808 Ft. * 12” = 3,981.311997696 Inches = 72 = the Name
of God & 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
69 * 72 = 4968 = “27” = Messiah Revealed and 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
All Eight Circumferences:
331.775999808 Ft. * 8 = 2,654.207998464 Ft. = 66
66 = the Full Revelation of Messiah in both Testaments = “66 Books of the Bible”
In Inches: 2,654.207998464 Ft. * 12” = 31,850.495981568 Inches = 72 =
The Name of God & 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
66 * 72 = 4752 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
Adding in the Ninth Circle’s Circumference:
In Feet: 331.775999808 Ft. * 9 = 2,985.983998272 Ft. = 81
“81” are the 81 Dots of the Sun Star & 8 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness or
9 * 9 = 81
When the Ninth Block/Circumferences is Added to the Eight Circumferences –
then and then only does the SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS Overtly Appear!
In Inches: 2,985.983998272 Ft. * 12” = 35,831.807979264 Inches = 72 = The
Name of God & 7 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness

As “proof” that the Sun of Righteousness “unselfishly gave Himself” a Ransom for
Many – do the Math: 81 + 72 = 153
Or: 81 * 72 = 5832 = 18 = New Jerusalem or 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
153 = the 153 Fish of John Chapter 21 and 1 + 5 + 3 = 9 = for only the Sun of
Righteousness our Arise for His Own!
In calculating the AREA of these nine circles – we will do but one such
calculation: Their total Area Sum. The area of a circle is determined as follows:
Area of a Circle = π * r (radius) squared or A = π*r2 – therefore:
Radius of all 9 Circles Combined = 9 * 52.8 Ft. = 475.2 Ft.
Area = 3.14181818 * 475.2’ * 475.2’
Area = 3.14181818 * 225,815.04 Ft. =
Area = 709,469.7979894272 Sq. Ft. = 99
“99” = The Fullness or Effulgence of the Sun of Righteousness
9 + 9 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard & 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
In Acres:
709,469,7979894272 Sq. Ft./43,560 Sq. Ft. = 16.28718544512 Acres = 54 =
Optimal Number of Societal Harmony & 5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
54 + 99 = 153…and for this He came – John 21
The “99” is Coming for the “54” – He and He alone can bring Societal Harmony
Sq. Inches
709,469.7979894272 Sq. Ft. * 144 Sq. Inches = 102,163,650.91047751968 Sq.
Inches = 81
The 9 Circles are Wholly Committed to the “81 Dots” or the Sun of Righteousness
8 + 1 = 9 or 9 * 9 = 18
99 + 81 = 180 = “18” = the New Jerusalem =
1 + 8 = 9 = The Sun of Righteousness
99 + 54 + 81 = 234 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
There appears little doubt in this author’s understanding of the Peruvian Sun-Star
and Cross of the Palpa Mountains that its design is utterly supportive of the above
conclusions and that it is unalterably linked to the “81 Dots” upon its surface, so
committed are they to the Sun of Righteousness and He to His Bride, the Holy
City, New Jerusalem.

DOMINANCE OF “9” = SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
Number/Number Set – All
total “9”
9
1+8

Digits

Total

1
2

9
18

2+7

2

27

3+6

2

36

4+5

2

45

5+4

2

54

6+3
7+2

2
2

63
72

8+1
1+1+7

2
3

81
117

1+2=6

3

126

1+3+5
1+6+2
1+7+1
1+4+4

3
3
3
3

135
162
171
144

1+5+3

3

153

2+1+6

3

216

2+2+5
2+3+4
2+4+3
2+5+2

3
3
3
3

225
234
243
252

2+6+1
3+1+5
3+2+4
3+3+3
3 + 4 + 2 through
7+1+1

3
3
3
3
3

261
315
324
333

Meaning
of Number(s)
Sun of Righteousness
New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement – First
Number set to sum of “9”
Messiah Revealed in 27 Books of Sacred Christian
Text
The Eternal God without Beginning or Ending as in a
360° Circle
Second Coming of Messiah – 45 Days of
Blessedness – see Dan. 12:11-12
5040 – Plato’s Optimal Number of Societal Harmony
but through Messiah
6 + 3 Man (6) and God (3) Son of Man
The Name of God
Hebrew Gematria
8 + 1 = 9 and 9 * 9 = 81 – Sun of Righteousness
N/A – These will be grouped – We have not
determined their meaning at this juncture
First & Second Half of Daniel’s 70th Week – 1,260
Days or ½ a Week
N/A
N/A
N/A
Wall of the New Jerusalem and the 144,000-Israel/
Church
The 153 Fish – the Gospel t the Gentiles – John 21 –
Also – Giza PI – 480.69/153
Name of God – 2160 = Diameter of Moon 21,600
Miles – Nautical Circumference of Earth N/A
N/A
N/A
Fractal of the 25.20” Sacred Cubit
2520 Days – 70th Week of Daniel
252,000 miles distance Earth to Moon at apogee –
2520 Degrees in 7 Rotations of Earth per Week
N/A
N/A
N/A
Triune God
N/A

Concluding this third part of the Palpa Mountains of Peru’s Sun-Star and Cross is a
substantial confirmation of the magnitude of this discovery so wel preserved upon
this humble plateau along the Pan American Highway. These articles are written
for research purposes and are not meant for the faint of heart. If the Sun-Star and
Cross are truly what “they say they are” – then without controversy, great is the
disclosure of their mysteries to humankind at the close of this age – and greater

still the claims and prophetic merit of the coming Sun of Righteousness in bringing
true harmony upon this inequity upon this Earth.
How absurd for man to adjudge his great need for justice without righteousness –
swimming where there is no water! The Almighty will bring in a just reign upon
the Earth but under His standards of righteousness which is the measure of the
once and for all Messianic deliverance wrought at the Cross – without which there
is no lasting and real justice. For if we all endured the justice commended by the
Law, all would perish – therefore is its sentence of death alone ameliorated by the
intervention of the Cross of Messiah Who endured our sentence and brought Life
out of death. And yet, creation’s masterpiece would worship and serve the creature
more than the Creator – so blinded by his own wisdom and ever-changing
standards to justify his own righteousness.
What is viewed in Peru, I affirm, is a world treasure miraculously preserved with
inestimable precision that we are forced to adjudge its preservation as nothing
more than supernatural and to give heed to its prophetic message all the more as
we approach the end of the age – it cries out as an absolute amazement before the
holy and the profane: What shall you do with this supreme disclosure of the Mind
of God with Whom we have to do?
Doug Krieger
doug@the-tribulation-network.com

